Comparison of diagnostic accuracy of combined assessment using adenosine stress computed tomography perfusion + computed tomography angiography with transluminal attenuation gradient + computed tomography angiography against invasive fractional flow reserve.
The goal of this study was to compare the diagnostic accuracy of combined computed tomography perfusion (CTP) + computed tomography angiography (CTA), transluminal attenuation gradient by 320-detector row computed tomography (TAG320) + CTA, and CTP + TAG320 + CTA (multidetector computed tomography-integrated protocol [MDCT-IP]) assessment in predicting significant fractional flow reserve (FFR). CTA has limited specificity for predicting functionally significant stenoses. Novel CT techniques, including adenosine stress CTP and TAG320, may improve the diagnostic accuracy of CTA. CTA, CTP, and TAG320 were assessed using 320-detector row MDCT. Patients who underwent CTA, CTP, and FFR assessment on invasive coronary angiography were included. CTP was assessed using the visual perfusion assessment. TAG320 was defined as the linear regression coefficient between luminal attenuation and axial distance. A TAG320 cutoff value of -15.1 HU/10 mm as previously described was defined as significant. Functionally significant coronary stenosis was defined as FFR ≤0.8. The cohort included 75 patients (age 64.1 ± 10.8 years, 52 men) and 44 (35%) FFR-significant vessels. In 127 vessels, CTA predicted FFR-significant stenosis with 89% sensitivity and 65% specificity compared with MDCT-IP, which showed 88% sensitivity and 83% specificity. In 97 vessels in which the results of all techniques were available, TAG320 + CTA (area under the curve [AUC] = 0.844) and CTP + CTA (AUC = 0.845) had comparable per-vessel diagnostic accuracy (p = 0.98). The diagnostic accuracy of MDCT-IP (AUC = 0.91) was superior to TAG320 + CTA or CTP + CTA (p = 0.01). In vessels without significant calcification or artefact, TAG320 + CTA and CTP + CTA provide comparable diagnostic accuracy for functional assessment of coronary artery stenosis. MDCT-IP may provide the best diagnostic accuracy for functional assessment of coronary artery stenosis.